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In effort to further protect our students & iPads, Higley Unified School District is deploying a 

Global Proxy Internet Filter to our 1:1 iPads. The addition of the Global Proxy Internet Filter 

will continue to filter iPad internet traffic after the student leaves campus with similar 

settings & restrictions to those in place on campus. If a student is connected to a hot spot, at 

a coffee shop, or at home they will be filtered in similar context previously only available on 

campus. 

There are a few changes in procedure & troubleshooting that the students will need to   

follow to ensure they have uninterrupted internet access. 

iPad Global Proxy Update 

Home Filter 

Once successfully connecting to their home or other network, students should click on the 

Home Filter Icon. The student will then be prompted to login with their HUSD username & 

password. After successful login they will be redirected to the HUSD website, at this point 

they have logged into the Global Proxy Internet Filter & can continue using the iPad for up to 

4 hours before the session times out. After 4 hours students will have to login again. 

Shortcut  - >   Login Page            - >     Successful Login Splash Screen 

                homefilter.husd.org/mobileLogin     - >                www.husd.org 

How to Login to the Home Filter 
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iPad Global Proxy Update Continued 

Troubleshooting Connectivity Problems 

Example 1: Unable to connect to the internet. “There was a problem establishing a secure 

tunnel through the web proxy server.” Please click the Home Filter shortcut and sign in using 

your HUSD username & password. 

Example 2: You are unable to login the web proxy server or load the login page. Please check 

your wifi connection. At first glance you should see the wifi status antenna in the upper left 

hand corner. Next check your wireless settings & ensure you have a valid ip address. If you 

have a 169.254.x.x IP address then there may be something wrong with the network you are 

trying to connect to, you can also try restarting your iPad. If you have a 192.x.x.x address try 

closing all application & restarting your iPad.  
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iPad Global Proxy Update Continued 

Troubleshooting Connectivity Problems Continued 

Example 3: You have been blocked by 

the HUSD web filter. Please verify the 

url you are trying to reach was           

accurately  typed. If you feel you have 

reached this page in error or would like 

to request the url be unblocked please 

contact your school administration 

office. Please notate the category for 

the block message & the exact url     

being blocked. 

Example 4: Your internet works on public networks, such as coffee shops, but does not 

work at home. Please contact your local network service provider to assist you with      

troubleshooting individual network problems. HUSD can assist with iPad related settings 

issues, but does not have the ability to provide full service network support for individuals. 

 

Continued Problems?  If you continue to experience iPad problems, please bring your iPad 

to the school Media Center Specialist & she can assist in further diagnosing or repairing 

the iPad. 


